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As if haunted by the past, the headlines are once again filled with cautionary tales of Europe’s unsecure borders and
looming migration crisis. The arrival of 11,000 migrants on the Italian island of Lampedusa in early September,[1] amidst 
deadlocked negotiations over the European Union’s New Pact on Migration and Asylum,[2] has again sparked debate in
Europe about how to tackle illegal immigration from North Africa.[3] The proposed solution that has perhaps drawn the most
attention is that of a naval blockade.

A vocal opponent of migration, Italian Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni, since she came to power in the fall of 2022, has
vowed to crack down on illegal migration and secure Italy’s borders.[4] In response to the recent rise in migrant arrivals on
Lampedusa, Meloni proposed in mid-September a blocco navale of North Africa “to prevent human traffickers from
launching their smuggling boats into the Mediterranean.”[5] The idea of deploying maritime vessels to the Mediterranean Sea
to combat illegal migration from Africa to Europe is far from new. The European Union and its member states have conducted
maritime operations in the Mediterranean for well over a decade. These operations have become increasingly infamous for
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employing pushback procedures that seek to prevent migrants from reaching the European continent in violation of European
and international law.[6]

While pushback procedures are employed to prevent migrant boats from reaching Europe, a naval blockade would
prevent the boats from departing North Africa in the first place. Three alternative ways exist for the European Union to
impose a naval blockade: (1) the European Union could, on its own initiative, deploy European vessels; (2) the European
Union could, with the consent of North African states, deploy European vessels; or (3) the European Union could incentivize
North African states to deploy its vessels. Each of the three alternatives is incompatible with states’ obligations under
international law. 

Under the first alternative, the European Union would impose a naval blockade on North Africa unilaterally. To engage
in an effective blockade, European vessels would have to enter into the territorial waters of sovereign states in violation of the
Law of the Sea.[7] Such interference would be an act of aggression because a naval blockade is not considered a peacetime
instrument but an act of war.[8] The use of force against another state violates Article 2(4) of the United Nations Charter[9]
and would permit North African states to act in self-defense.[10] The severe nature of the international law violations that
would arise if Europe were to engage in a naval blockade of North Africa unilaterally deems the prospect of such a blockade
rather unlikely. 

The second approach resolves some of the illegalities posed by a unilateral blockade. Acting with the consent of North
African states, European vessels would not infringe upon the sovereignty nor engage in an unlawful use of force against
North African nations. Instead, the European Union would act upon “invitation by the territorial state,” a legally authorized
exception to the prohibition on the use of force under Article 2(4) of the United Nations Charter.[11] Though bilateral
initiatives resolve some of the legal issues, a European naval blockade imposed with the consent of North Africa would,
regardless, breach European states’ obligations under international law. 

The right of a person to leave any country, including one’s own, is guaranteed both under Article 13.2 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (formalized under Article 12.2 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights) and
Article 2.2 of Protocol No. 4 of the European Convention on Human Rights.[12] When efforts are made to block migrant
boats from departing, such measures arguably violate the passengers’ right to leave the country.[13] Moreover, preventing
boats from departing is a breach of the UN Refugee Convention that establishes the right of a person to seek asylum because
it interferes with the passengers’ ability to cross an international border, which is a prerequisite to the right to enjoy
international protection.[14] Effectively, acting with the consent of the migrants’ country of origin does not make a naval
blockade compatible with international law.

Under the third alternative, the European Union would not only outsource the blockade effort to North African states
but also outsource any breaches of international law. Incentivizing North African states to blockade their coast does not
amount to a naval blockade as defined under international law. Instead, it amounts to a situation where “a coastal state uses its
powers under the law of the sea to enforce restrictions on the use of its territorial sea.”[15] There is nothing inherently illegal
about a state regulating activity in its territorial sea and contiguous zone. However, such restrictions still give rise to
violations of international law if they take the form of a naval blockade. 

In the same way European vessels engaged in a blockade of the North African coast would interfere with the inherent
rights of passengers to leave the country and seek asylum, North African vessels preventing migrant boats from departing
would give rise to the same international law violations. In other words, when the European Union externalizes its migration
policy and outsources its implementation to North African states, rights violations are also outsourced. The effect is that North
African states are not only responsible for enforcing aggressive and inhumane border measures to keep migrants from coming
to Europe but are also shouldering Europe’s human rights violations.[16] 

Over the past decade, pushbacks and illegal expulsions have arguably established themselves as the new normal in
European migration policy.[17] Proven ineffective in curbing immigration, naval blockades may be the newest weapon in
Europe’s policy arsenal. Though the idea of a naval blockade has been attributed to Prime Minister Meloni, the European
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Union has quickly expressed interest in the proposal. In early September, Meloni met with the President of the European
Commission, Ursula von der Leyen, on Lampedusa.[18] During the visit, von der Leyen stated that she “support[s] exploring
options to expand existing naval missions in the Mediterranean or to work on new ones.”[19] The European Union’s
willingness to consider a naval blockade was further endorsed the following week when a spokeswoman for the European
Commission, Anitta Hipper, confirmed that the Commission “ha[s] expressed the support to explore these possibilities.”[20]

At the time of writing, no concrete steps have been taken to implement a naval blockade; it even remains uncertain
whether such steps will ever be taken. Some speculate that the European Union entertains the proposal of a naval blockade to
appease Prime Minister Meloni and appear tough on immigration amidst growing discontent with the continent’s failed
migration policy.[21] It is, regardless, worrying to observe the increased willingness of the European Union and its member
states to consider measures in clear violation of international law to tackle migration and secure the continent’s external
borders. Amidst the extremist rhetoric and growing desperation emerges an image of a crumbling "Fortress Europe" that is
drowning in the legal pitfalls of its own ineptitude. 

Martine Bjørnstad is a Staff Editor at CICLR.
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